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1.5

THE PROCESS OF
LEARNING

TO READ
Reading acquisition necessitates the mastery of varied de-
velopmental skills and abilities. While there is general
agreement about the necessary skills, there are many views

about how and when children develop these skills, and how, when,
and if reading should be taught.

This paper will briefly focus on both aspects. It will present
the author's perception of the skills that are necessary for reading
acquisition and will discuss the cognitive-developmental view re-
garding the development of these skills in children and the role of
adults in this skills acquisition process. For ease of reading, the
paper will be divided into two sections: (1) Readiness skills neces

sary for reading acquisition; (2) How children acquire these skills.
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1.6 e The Process of Learning to Read

Skills Necessary for
ReadingAcquisition
Children, to become effective readers, must be able to:

-See a clear and unblurred image on a white field and hear
the sounds of letters and words.
Distinguish one symbol from another and recognize these

differences consistently.
Remember the sounds or images of the symbols in sequence.

-Relate these symbols to meaning based on experience and

synthesize the visual and auditory cloes with the meaningful

words for integrative learnings.
Do all of these things smoothly and with reasonably efficient

speed. (Mann, Suiter, 1974).

Doing, "all these things smoothly," requires the mastery of de-

velopmental skills in a variety of areas.

Lr
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Pre-Reading
Skills:

Visual
Binocular control: The act of read-

ing demands a high degree of binocu-
lar controltwo eyed coordination
in maintaining atteraion on a line

from left to right. Without good
binocular coordination learning to
read accurately is difficult (Spache,
1976). Children are not born with bi-
nocular control, it has to be de-
veloped. Activities to develop binocu-
lar skills include:

-Walking beam and variations: In-

dian walk, Butterfly, Backward
Walk, and Learning Distances.

Ocular motility: The act of reading
also necessitates the development of
ocular motilityeye movements
needed to visually examine the in-
dividual details of an object to in-

clude: distinguishing light from no
light, seeing fine detail, binocular
fusion, conver,;enee and scanning
(Mann, Suiter, 1974). Ocular motil-
ity exercises assist in relieving visual
tension and tiredness from working
at desk level. Activities to develop
ocular motility include:

-Distance viewing: using both eyes
independently at far points. Place
four cards, with large numerals,
on walls at four corners of the
room. Have child place folded
sheet of paper edgewise to his/hcr
nose. With both eyes open, child
looks at numbers and calls them.

-Visual tracking: Suspend an ob-
ject at child's eye level. Swing ob-
ject to and fro and have child fol-
low it with his/her eyes.

Visual memory: The ability to re-
call something that has been seen, or
visual memory, is crucial to the read-
ing process. The act of reading in-
volves visual recall of letters, words,

etc. Activities to develop the child's
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ability to visually recall an item, ob-
ject. or word include:

-Slowly print a word or group of
letters on black board or easel.
Then, as children cover their eyes
remove one letter. Have children
identify what's missing (Spache,
i 976).

-Illustration: Make flash cards of
familiar words. Show these to the
children and have them recall as
many words as they can remem-
ber.

Visual Motor
Discrimination of forms and

shapes that constitute letters is based
on the body, hand and eye experi-
ences of the child (Spache, 1976).
Up-down, front-back, near-far, high-
low, !eft-right discriminations are
first learned in the muscles. During
the first years of life the child learns
to translate these muscular cues of
distance, directionality, size, and
shape into visual cues. The child
moves slowly from the circle, to the
cross, to the straight line, to the
square to the diagonal line, to size,
and to 1iirectionality. Only when this
development is advanced can the
child begin to apply these cues to
the process of reading. Activities to
train this developmental process in-
clude:

Body coordination exercises:
-Balance Disc: Have child main-
tain balance while bending knees,
turning around, or executing
other movements (Spache, 1974).

-Ladder: Make likeness of ladder
on the floor with chalk or tape.
Have children do: Hopping ex-
ercises, Duck Walk, All fours,
Walk around frameone foot in
front of the other, and Jump Rope
exercises.

Directionality:
-Holding Exercise: Give children a
small easy-to-hold object. Give
oral directions for them to hold
object in different positionse.g.
between your knees, over your
head, etc.

-Have child place chair in various
locations in the room: e.g. under
the table.

Unimanual exercise.; (exercises using
one hand):

-Paper-pencil activity: Make two
rows of dots across the paper.
Alphabetically label each row of
dots. The child draws an unbroken
line joining the dots.

Bimanual exercises (exercises using
both hands):

-Draw an X (fixation point) on
the child's paper or chalkboard.
Provide child with two pencils or
pieces of chalk. Starting one inch
from the right and one inch from
the left of the X, have child make
simultaneous circle patterns.

Variations include bimanuai
straight lines, and connecting
circular dots. Have children
work clockwise and counter-
clockwise.

(Spache, 1974).

Small muscle development activities:

Prior to learning to read and write,
childrep need to experience a variety

of small muscle activities. A few of
these include:

-Cutting
-Putting clothespins on a line
-Squeezing clay and other soft
objects

-Using pegs, tinkertoys, iego
Manipulating small blo::ks,
Lincoln logs

Visual
Discrimination

"Progress in the continuum from
muscular learning to visual learning
means moving toward the fine dis-
criminations demanded by letters and
words. The ability to read and write
the symbols of language we call vis-
ual discrimination" (Spache, 1976).
The developmental stages of visual
discrimination include:

-form discrimination
-three dimensional materials
-use of paper and pencil in two-
dimensional reproduction and
matchings.

Consequently, the ability to under-
stand and discriminate between
shapes and forms is closely related to
the ability to read. The following
are some of the activities that aid
in the development of visual dis-
crimination skills:

Form Discrimination

-Draw a ba ;ic shape on a piece of
manila art paper and have children
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make as many objects as they can

from it.

In a discussion of shapes have chil-

dren look around the room and
compare the shales to one :hat you
are holding in your hands.

Shape Discrimination

-Shape bingo: Make a set of Bingo

Cards each containing four
circles, four- triangles, four
square.., four rectangles. Make a
set of flash cards with one shape

on each card. Make enough flash
cards so that you would have one
color each of each shape. Play

Bingobc sure you have small

prizes for the winner.

Color Discrimination

-Hold up a piece of construction
paper. Say to child"I f you are
we,.ring something this color,
stand up.
-Color Lotto (Same as letter lotto
but use colors)

Letter Discrimination

-Letter Lotto: Using white poster
board (15" x 12") make bold

upper case letters in black thick
point magic marker. For durabil-
ity, cover with clear contact paper.
Make individual letters, identical

to ths: ones on the lotto board
again, cover with clear contact
paper. Play Lotto. Several dif-

SHAPE BINGO

LETTER LOTTO

D)
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ferent hoards can be made by
varying the letters included en
the bcord.

This game can be varied and made

more difficult by using lower case
letters, or 13). combining lower and

upper case letters.

Auditory
Discrimbation

Discriminating letter sounds and

words is crucial to the act of learning
to read. The child must discriminate
auditory cues to letters and words
pitch, loudness, duration, and rhy-
thmic patterns. Auditory skills are
also essential to phonic and structur-

al analysisthe child must be able to
discriminate the pitches of letter
sounds and inflection; the loudness

that determines accent, the duration
of the sounds of vowels and conso-
nants.

Listening skills are also related to

success in reading. Listening is not a
natural skill; it must be developed.

Auditory memory and discrimination

-Children pretend they are in a
cave where echoes are heard. The
leader makes various sounds,
words, etc. The children repeat
each one using the same inflec-
tions, pitch, etc. (Spache, 1976).

-Do What 1 do: Teacher claps
hands once, twice, thrice, etc.

Children repeat.
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-Simon Says

-Record a collection of sounds on
tape recorder. Have children
listen and identify the sounds.

Tactile
Discrimination

Some children have difficulty as-
sociatiag visual symbols with words.
Children can be aided in recalling the
visual symbol for a word by associat-
ing its tactile properties with the writ-
ten symbol. Some children are helped
by tracing over the letters and words.
Others profit from feeling and hand-
ling objects. Activities to assist in
the development of tactile discrimina-
tion skills are:

-Clay letters: using modeling clay
have children roll out long strips.
Using the strips they form their
names or other letters and words.

-Feeling Boxes: place several items
in a box. Make a hole in the top
big enough for a child's hand to go
through. Have children identify
the objects by feeling.

-Sand-Paper and wooden letters:
have children manipulate let-
ters, feel them, turn them, trace
them, etc.

EMENEVIIMIIIMINIMMIIMINSEEMEM11,4011

How Children Acquire
Re g Skills

Reading acquisition is, essentially, a language acquisition and
cognitive process. Traditionally, two theoretical viewpoints re-
garding language acquisition have been stressed. These view-
points make assumptions about how children learn and about the
nature of knowledge. The maturational view simply says wait un-
til the child is ready. The behavioral view says start, but be
careful how you startstart simple (Schickedanz, 1978). Both
views lead the reader to conclude that the young child is incapable
of comprehending much if anything about the reading process.
According to Schickedanz, 1978, he behavioral theory says
knowledge is "out there" and we must funnel it into children. The
maturational view is subject to two basic interpretations: (1)
knowledge is internal, and we must wait until it comes out; (2)
knowledge is external, but, we must wait until internal structures
are mature enough to deal with the knowledge. In both cases, the
child is not seen as being very active in the whole process: in one,
the child is controlled by the whims of the nervous system; in the
other, the child is controlled by the arrangement of stimuli in the
external environment.

Schickedanz, et. al, 1978 proposes an alternative to these views,

one based on Jean Piaget's cognitive/developmental theory of
learning. The cognitive/developmental view is an interactionist
one, in which the child is seen as being endowed with abilities that
enable him to construct knowledge. Knowledge does not reside in
the external environment or in the child's nervous system, rathcr,
knowledge is constructed through interaction between the child
and his environment.

The word interaction connotes involvement with experiences.
This means that appropriate environmental experiencespeople
and thingsmust be abut lantly available for the child. The role
of the adult then becomes a rather crucial dual role: (1) construct
an environment that is rich in language/reading materials; (2) be
available to the child; be a model; interact with th.: child; provide
rich and relevant experiences for the child; pick up cues from the
child in order to ask and answer questions.

Schickedanz, 1978, influenced by the cognitive/develop-
mental theory, developed and implemented various teaching
strategies. Based on her observations of the children, she suggests
a series of heirarchical steps through which children pass in the
very early stages of learning to read.

...1.
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1.10 How Children Acquire Reading Skills

Heirarehical S:.eps
Mean4ng in terms of theory

C'hildren read by looking at pictures and At this point children do not yet understand

"making up" words.
that print not pictures tell the story, or that

representations (print) are conventional in

nature. They use "real words" to tell the

story but use words that arc different from
those actually in the book. They do associate

pictures with certai., story ideas.

Children go through several 'no read" points

at the transitions between reading by "mak-
ing up" and reading "by heart".

At each point the child's idea of what reading

is changes, and s/he is unwilling to "read" as
before. At these points the child wants the
adult to read until the point where 'he has

enough new information to strike out again on

his/her own, These are stages of realizations

that lent to "no response" or "I can't re..d"

or "you read".

Children read by paraphrasing actual story.
Children first realize that you can't :nake up

a storyeach book tells a specific story.

Children read "by heart".
Children next realize that you can't tell the
story in your own words, that you must use

actual words in the book. At this point they

may slow down or stop and ask questions
about certain words in the book.

Children read "by sight". Children realize that you must really look at
print and read words. They can transfer

knowledge about phonology and orthography

to words previously learned. They can decode

new words. At this point children arc really
reading.

Taking these steps into consideration, the story reading situ-

ationadult reading a story to a child, child "reading" to the

adultis crucial to the reading acquisition process. Although the

steps outlined here are explained in terms of the cognitive /de-

velopmental theory, the traditional viewpoints also stress the im-

portance of story reading to the child's later ability to learn to

read but for very different reasons. It is because of these dif-

ferences that the proponents of the traditional viewpoints have

been comfortable with reading to children in larger groups, and

not really encouraging individual reading.

SourCeS:

Mann, P.H. and Sttiter, P. Handbook in diagnostic teaching: learning rlisuhllitirs approach.

Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1974.

Schickedanz, J. and Rossman, P. How our notions about reading acquivition influence what we

think young children know (Mout reading. Paper presented at the NAFAC Conference, New

York, 1978.

Spache, E. Reading activities for child involvement (2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,

1976.
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YO

O TANCE
ING TO

HIL REN
The words, "Children who le;irn to read easily in school are
the same children who. .e parents have read to them at
home," have been written and said repeatedly. Often we

accept this statement at face valueit makes such good sense
very rarely do we ask "why"?

Let us explore the relations) ;) between story reading and
later achievement. Let us look at the relationship by drawing
upon three them ies of learning: Learning theory or "the readi-
ness" view; the cognitive/developmental theory or "the chile con-
stru,:ts knowledge" view and the language explanation/book
knowledge view.

-,,



.12 The Importance of Reading to Young Children

Learning Theory: The Readiness View

What the 1-Iteor Say,
What the Theory Mean,

Modeling: Children model parents behavior, if parents

read to children, or read in the presence of their children,

their children will try to read.

Positive Reinforcement: Children net a lot of positive re-

inforcement when parents read to themattention, ver-
bal praise, hogs. Learning to read then becomes a %vay to

maintain reinforcement.

"1 can do it": Story reading is usually a warm, secure

time for children. Consequently, children feel good about

the reading situation and are able to approach it with

confidence.

Motivation and reinforcement derived e.yternally from
the learning act itself are important. Additionally, story
reading serves as preparation for instruction in reading

that is to occur later: the story reading situation itself is

not viewed as one key instructional setting in which

learning to read will occur.

The story reading situation is extremely beneficial be-

cause it makes the child receptive to, and motivated for,

actual reading instruction that will take place when the

child enters school.

Cognitive Developmental Theory: The Child

Constructs Knowledge View

kVhat (he Theor Sins
What the Theor Meath

Scheme 1: Memorized Story Line

The reader makes the story line accessible to the child.

When the same story is read repeatedly the child learns it

"by heart". This is the development of the cognitive

scheme that story lines can be remembered. The child de-

velops strategies for remembering story lines.

Scheme 11: Locating Print in Books: The story reading

situation helps the child locate print in books. They learn

to associate pictures with certain words and to recognize

words. Thus children learn to read "by sight"they first
recognize what the printed words say or mean, then recog-

nize how the words look.

Scheme 111: Matching Letters and SoundsOnce the
child knows the story "by heart" and then "by sight",

s/he can observe lettersSell Ild correspondencerealize
there is a pattern in the correspondence between letters

and sounds. Consequently, reading, using phonics rules

integrated with other strategies, begins to occur.

This explanation focuses on the story reading situation

as a source front which the child constructs knowledge

about the roles of the reading process. The child is an

active participant in the entire process. Children are as-

sumed to be internally motivated and be able to con-

struct knowledge. Learning is a hierarchical process. In

the process of acquiring knowledge about reading front the

story reading situation, the child develops schemes that

become increasingly more complex as learning progresses.

The schemes quite naturally take time and experience to

develop. In terms of reinforcement, this model purports

that the child does not participate in activities for the ex-

ternal reinforcement, i.e. praise and attention. but be-

cause s/he finds the activity interesting.

Knowledge of phonemes is abstract. Children must con-

struct such knowledge for experiences in which the are

confronted with trying to match speech to print.
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Language Explanation Theory: Book
Knowledge View
What the Theory Says

What the Theory Means

Language Development: The language learned from the
story reading process and ensuing discussion makes it
easier for children to learn to read. Hence, the reading
process is viewed as a language prediction process.

Book Knowledge: Children learn basic concepts when they

are exposed to story reading and to booksconcepts
such as, left to right progression, i.e., print, is read

from left to right; L ooks have beginnings and endings.

Reading is, primarily, a language process. Although this
view admits that children learn something from the story
reading n:ocess itself, this aspect is not stressed. Rather, it
is mentioned but authors stress that story reading at the
pre-elementary level is, primarily for fun.

To the degree in which this explanation admits that chil-
dren acquire knowledge from hooks, this theory is con-
sistent with t he cognitive developmental theory.

If story reading is so important
to the reading acquisition process,
then the responsibility for reading to
children should be assumed jointly
by parents and teachers. Addition-
ally, for story reading to be fully
effective, certain techniques should
be followed. Based on the cognitive-
developmental model, Schickedanz,
1978, proposes the following tech-
niques:

-Story reading should take place
in a situation that allows the
child to see the print in the book.
Consequently, stories should be
read to no more than two or three
children at a time.

-Turning the pages of the book
may help children learn the phras-
ing of the story. Give children the
opportunity to turn the pages.

-Read the same story to children
many timesrepetition is re-

quired for the construction of the
story line. The amount of repeti-
tion necessary for individual chil-
dren to construct the lines of a
particular story varies. It would
be important then, to pay close
attention to children's pleas to
hear a particular story and to read
it again.

-Aduits should point out where in
the book words that "say" what

they are reading appear. Adults
should also pose occasional ques-
tions to the children, such as,

"Where do you think it says,
'MEOW!' on this page?"

-Listening posts may be used most
effectively when children have
individual books of the stories
they hear to follow along in.

-Children would need free access
to books that are read to them,
in addition to the story reading
time itself. Such access would be
critical for children to practice
matching their "by heart" story
lines with printed words, and for
integrating their "by heart" and
"by sight" versions to abstract

pit"
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rules about letter sound associa-
tions.

-Observation lists s!-.ould be used
to keep records of children's pro-
gress.

-Adults should encourage chil-
dren to compose stories that the
adult can write down. These
stories would be easy for children
to read "by heart" because they
composed them.

Source:
"Please Read That Story Again"
Exploring Relationships Between
.S'tory Reading and Learning to Read
Judith A. Schickedanz, Ph.D., Pre-
Elententarr Right-to-Read Program,
Bo.ston University
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF CHILDREN'S

BOOKS
Books always have been our primary source of information.
The lives of all human beings are enriched through books.
Research has shown that children, who are introduced to

books at an early age, and who are exposed to an environment
that is rich in books and other reading materials, usually become
very proficient readers.

The following bibliography includes a variety of books for
pre-elementary children in several areas. This bibliography is lim-
ited. Other sources that would be helpful for parents, teachers,
and administrators are:

1. Children's Book Council, Inc.
Children's Books: Awards and Prizes. 67 Irving Place, New
York 10003, 1977.

2. Sutherland, Z. Children and Books. Scott Foresinan and Com-
pany, Glenview, III. 1977
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Caldecott Medal Award Winners

Each year since 1938, a
making the best illustrations
National Library Associatiot

The following is a list of

medal known as the Caldecott medal is awarded to the artist selected for

for children's books. The award is presented at the annual meeting of the

award winners:
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Politi, L.- Politi, L. Song of the ws
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Milhous, K. Milhous, K. The egg tree
1951

Lipkind, W. Mordvinoff, N. Finders keepers
1952

Ward, L.K. Ward, L.K. The biggest bear
1953

Bemelmans, L. Bemelmans, L. Macklin 's rescue
1954

Perrault, C. Brown, M. Cinderella
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1957
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Emberley, B. Emberlcy, B. Drummer Hoff
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Ransome, A. Shulevitt, U. The fool of the world and the flying ship 1969

Steig, W. Steig, W. Sylvester and the magic pebble 197()

Haley, G.E. Haley. G.E. A story, a story
1971

Hogrogian, N. Hogrogian, N. One fine day
1972

Mosel. A. Lent, B. The funny little women
1973

Zemach, M. Zemach, M. Duffy and the devil
1974

McDermott, G. McDermott, G. Arrow to the sun
1975

Aardema, V. Dillon & Dillon Why mosquitoes buzz in people's ears: a West African Tale 1976
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Wiesner, W. Spier. P. Noah's Ark
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Gable, P. Gable, P, The girl who loved wild horses
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